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About This Game

"Portals... found buried on Earth. Who made them? We know not. Now we humble humans use them to travel to the stars."

Introduction

We have a new mission for you. Planet: Gliese 581 g. Tests indicate relative safety. Space suit will be required. Gravity 0.15g.
You will find oxygen bubbles in the atmosphere.

Beware of the fauna, stay alive and find a portal to come back for fame and glory!

Modifying the game

You can create new levels for the game or modify the existing ones and share with your friends. See the file MODIFY.html
included with the game.
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fun game it is quick to learn and hard to master. #WHY U BUY SEASON PASS. Sherlock Holmes: The Silver Earring was
overall a very enjoyable puzzle adventure game. The game begins with the death of a wealthy businessman and leaves you to
investigate the scene. The game will then take you to multiple connected locations as you attempts to piece together the murder
and uncover the assassin and the motive for the murder. The game is set over 5 days of investigations and each day will have
you visit a location and search it for clues and solve one or two puzzles with ranging difficulties (some puzzles were quite hard
and confusing), at the end of each day you will summarise your findings in a quiz, which for me was probably the hardest part
of the game. I found the story to be quite engaging and interesting overall with a good range of characters and locations and was
well suited to a Sherlock story.

Overall 'Sherlock Holmes: The Silver Earring' was a good solid adventure game which presented a well written story and some
good puzzles, taking around 9 - 10 hours to complete and with a very conclusive ending I would highly recommend it for
adventure game enthusiasts.

8.5\/10. Got profit from Steam Trading Cards!

11\/10 - would make profit again.!. the multiplayer mode is too complicated for meh plz fix lel but on a serious note please
make multiplayer friend to friend match making easyer
thank you
. It simulates lots of wide open areas, which is completed different from the two-non dlc reserves. The packs running in the wild
is a good scene to behold. Speaking of the species, it's quite different from the other reserves. I've never been to Africa and
have little knowledge about it, that being said, I'm ok with the extent of simulation in this dlc, although some species are not
included as stated by some other players, and I know that it's not possible include every single one of the species in such species-
rich biome.
The TL;DR is, if you are ok with a fictional, African national park with some basic local species, then you may give it a shot..
The game could be really cool - and honestly isn't that bad when you get it to work. Do direct x 9 and you may get it to work for
a while but it hard locked my computer after playing for a few minutes.. This is an incomplete game..
You keep going through doors..to chambers (rooms)
& you keep on visiting the same rooms...

0\/10
Dev(s) need(s) a high 5 on his\/them face(s). I don't get what the negative reviews are about other than you can't please
everyone. I will admit that starting a new game takes a little time to get the action started but once it does the joyride Tank
Universal takes you on is something that should not be missed. As the description states fans of the TRON movies will love the
visuals ... fans of Atari's Robot Tank or the other one (I know the name just being silly) will love the action. At its core this
game offers game play that is spot on. Keyboard and mouse controls are easy to learn and use (I use a laptop so using the
touchpad works well), the graphics are good and don't require a computer costing the price of a good used car, the sounds and
music blend in well, and the mechanics are well developed. It's not very often a game comes along that gets everything right no
matter what hardware it was developed for. As far as I am concerned Tank Universal got it all right and I will gladly purchase
the sequel. Yea George doesn't look that great but how he looks is not important...how the rest of the game looks and plays is. I
got this on sale for .99 cents and it is worth its $4.99 price tag. I give it a high recommendation. This is more fun than the actual
TRON games in my opinion.. a great game gets better! if only the DLC would be on sale too, its actaully pretty nice...buy this
game!!!!!
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A wonderful platformer with a simplet but difficult premise: Excluding Black, three colours of platforms exist, each colour
cancelling out another, making the player switch platforms and traps out of existence to navigate each platform level to the exit.
Solid gameplay and framerate, excellent controls and responsiveness. Highly recommended.. Great game! Not bad untolden
story about middle earth. But still there is so fusing many bugs ))) Cool gameplay and not bad story mod. You run around as a
guy who really hates Orcs and you kill Orcs.

Buy this game if you want to kill Orcs.. For some reasons Steam didn't add the read time I spent in offline mode properly - I
finished this VN within 23-ish hours or so. That aside, most of the existing reviewers have already highlighted the details of this
VN, so I'll just skip to what I like and don't-like-as-much.

+ Stellar artwork, and made even more apparent with the storybook-like placing of the character sprites and background images.
The vibrant character design and the relative bleakness of the setting may seem to be weird combination at first, but it works.
+ Good soundtrack. Admittedly, I find it less memorable than Sharnoth's soundtrack, but I still find it fitting to the VN's overall
atmosphere
+ (Mostly) interesting characters, and even most of the antagonists are sympathetic. Helps that some chapters focus on side
characters.
+ Enchanting world of steampunk and Lovecraftian mix, helped with Sakurai Hikaru's unique writing style. That said... (see
below)
+ Top-tier voice acting. This is especially true with Neon, whose VA managed to give her character a "cute" charm while still
giving her air of maturity (especially when compared to her friend Izumi who I find to fit the more standard "cute" character
type).

- While I do not dislike Neon and Tesla (I like them and their dynamics, in fact!), the way the story reveals who they are and
their motives very late into the story may not sit well for some (especially when compared to Sharnoth, where it didn't take long
for Mary's motive as main character to be established). Even more so once it is revealed that Tesla had what could be considered
romantic relationship with Neon's direct predecessor (grandmother?), although it went nowhere in the end due to circumstances
surrounding Tesla's existence. I don't necessarily have problem with this bit, but I know some people may.
- Pacing issues in some parts. The one with Gates of Hell is probably the most glaring one for me.
- Some charaters remain underdeveloped. My biggest disappointment lies on Izumi and Albert, especially because they're
supposed to be good (if not best?) friends of Neon.
- the appearance of the user interface (buttons etc.) seems... lazy? I personally find it not quite fitting with the aesthetic of the
VN.
- The repetition in the writing (such as during Tesla's transformation sequence) may be annoying for some, while others may
find it to be part of Sakurai's writing charm. Your call, really.

That said, I recommend this piece.. I have a problem. When the A Rival tracks play, I can't stop dancing to them. Perhaps I need
to journey into some sort of labyrinth and beat a golden turntable wielding DJ or something similar. Only then will my booty
rest when hearing these sick beats.
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